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The Hopf Bifurcation: A Stability Result and Application 
HARLAN W. STECH* 
I. INTRODUCTJ~N 
In a recent paper [I], Chow and Mallet-Paret have used the method of 
averaging to discuss the existence and stability of Hopf bifurcations. Their 
method, which applies to autonomous ordinary, retarded functional and some 
parabolic partial differential equations involves a certain periodic change of 
variables derived by integral averaging. Once the problem is so “prepared” one 
obtains computable criteria for existence and stability of bifurcating periodic 
orbits. 
Our concerns here arc two-fold. First, we present an elementary proof of the 
stability assertions of [l] (without use of the center manifold results of [7]). 
We show that when the bifurcating periodic solution is “stable” in the 
sense of [I] then, in fact, it is locally asymptotically stable with asymptotic 
phase. Our approach is to derive a precise description of the Floquet multipliers 
of the bifurcating periodic orbits and, in particular, relate these multipliers to 
the stability constant “K” derived via the method of averaging. The stability 
assertions then follow from well known results [5, 61. 
The remainder of the paper concerns a much discussed model from the theory 
of population fluctuations. The model, which presents itself as an autonomous 
functional differential equation, is analyzed by the method of averaging. We 
determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a stable (or 
unstable) generic Hopf bifurcation induced by an increase in the “intrinsic rate 
of growth” of the species. We refer the reader to the recent monograph of 
Gushing [2] concerning this type of model. The analysis here extends certain 
periodicity results of that reference and provides the first stability results 
applicable to a large class of such models. 
Since our goal has been the analysis of the mentioned retarded FDE, our 
attention will be limited to systems of autonomous ODE’s and FDE’s. For the 
sake of clarity the stability results of Section 2 are first discussed for ordinary 
differential equations. The generalization to retarded FDE’s is given more 
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briefly in Section 3 since the techniques of [l] provide us with a direct method of 
applying the arguments of Section 2 to the FDE case. 
With minor exceptions, we will use the notation of [I]. Although a brief 
review is supplied, we assume the reader familiar with that reference. This is 
most essential in the calculations of Section 4. However, the final results of that 
section are stated without reference to the method of averaging. 
2. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We consider first the Hopf bifurcation for the autonomous ODE 
.i.P) =.m, 4 (2-l) 
with z E 5P and 01 E: (--a,, , a,,) C R; 01s > 0. Without loss of generality, we may 
take n > 3. The functionf is smooth and satisfiesf(0, a) = 0. Linearizing about 
the z = 0 solution of (2.1), we have 
W) = w(o, 4 z (2.2) 
with o,f(O, a) the FrCchet derivative off with respect to z. As usual, we assume 
of(O, a) possesses a unique pair of simple eigenvalues {I f ;~(a)} that 
satisfy ~(0) = 0, p’(0) > 0 and w(O) = w,, > 0. By the implicit function theo- 
rem, we lose no generality in setting I = 0~. 
With proper choice of basis for the two dimensional eigenspace associated 
with this pair the linearized equation takes the form 
3i = Ap(a) x + all(a) y 
j=afJ(a)x+ [A0+~(4lY 
where (x, y) E UP x 5P-2, A, has no purely imaginary 
(2.3) 
eigenvalues and 
AP(4 = [,Fa) 
-44 
o1 ] - 
Denote by {h, ,..., h,-,} the eigenvalues of A, . The matrix A, is Z-simple if 
and only if 
n-2 
& & f i * n 
for all integers nj > 0 with C nj = 1 and all integers n. Note that A, is always 
l-simple and, more generally, is Z-simple when all its eigenvalues have negative 
real parts. 
In order to proceed with the method of averaging, we first rewrite (2.3) with x 
expressed in polar co-ordinates x = (Y cos 0, Y  sin 0). Because we seek periodic 
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orbits bifurcating from the zero solution for small LY, we next scale Y -+ E * I, 
a-+~*tiandy+~*ywith~>O. 
LEMMA 2.1 [l]. Let p be a positiwe integers and (l/w,J A, be l-simple for 
1 < 1 < 2p - I. Then there exists a transformation of the form 
29 
f = Y + c EqY, 8, y, CY, E), 
j=l 
uj a polynomial in y of degree 2p - j such that (2.1) (hue&g been expressed in Y, 8, y 
and scaled) takes the form 
i = E(YF + O(c2a) + c2f3Kz + c49K4 + .a. 
-t E2~+--1K2t + f O(,j 1 y I”“-jf’) + (&2P+l) 
j=l 
e = wn j- O(E) (2.4) 
j=&y+W 
where K, , Kd ,..., K2D are computable constants. 
For our purposes, the precise forms of the uj and constants K, ,..., K,, are not 
important. In the generic case, K, # 0 and we may proceed with p = 1. More 
generally, assume K2 = K4 == *..:-K,,-,=OandK,,-K#O. 
If we add to the system (2.3) the equation 2 = 0, the associated n + l- 
dimensional system has a 3-dimensional center manifold Z passing through 
(x, y, CL) = (0, 0,O) and tangent to (x, LY) space. See [7]. Any solution of (2.3) 
that remains near the origin for all t E R lies on Z: In particular, Z contains any 
periodic orbit near the origin. 
THEOREM 2.2 [l]. Let (2.1) undergo the abowe changes of variables so that it 
takes the form (2.4). Further, substitute 01 7: -sgn(K) * G’P-l so that (dropping the 
bars) 
t = E~P[&Y + y2”+l * K] + O(e2P+1), f = sgn(K) 
(j= ql + w (2.5) 
9 = AOY + O(4. 
Then (2.1) (unaveraged and unscaled) possesses a unique periodic solution bifurcating 
from the origin for CY > 0 (when K < 0) OY OL < 0 (when K > 0). The periodic 
solution is stable with respect to solutions in the center manifold .Z when K < 0 and 
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unstable when K > 0. Finally, this periodic orbit has (in scaled co-ordinates) the 
f OYnl 
v(t, e) = I’” + O(E), yg -~ 1 K i- lj‘zi’ 
qt, c) = w,t -4 O(E) (2.6) 
y(t, c) =--. O(E) 
with period T(E) 2~/w,, -I- O(E) and E related to cx by 01 .: --sgn(k) &‘. 
We concentrate now on the stability assertions of the previous theorem. As 
indicated before, our criterion is to relate the stability determining constant K 
to the Floquet multipliers of the bifurcating periodic orbit. The form of the 
periodic solution as given in Theorem 2.2 is sufficient for us to linearize (2.5) 
about the periodic orbit and express the characteristic exponents in terms of K, 
the scaling parameter E and the eigenvalues of A, . 
As E --f 0 the linearization of (2.5) around the period orbit reduces to (2.2). 
The multipliers vary continuously in E as well. Since the period of the bifur- 
cating orbit is 2+w,, .-r O(E), the multipliers are of the form exp[(2m/w,,) hj] I- 
O(c); j ..= 1, 2 ,..., n - 2, along with two multipliers corresponding to the 
multiplier I (of multiplicity 2) at E -:= 0. For E > 0, one of these last two multi- 
pliers remains identically equal to I since the derivative of the periodic solution 
is a periodic solution to the linearization around the periodic orbit. The remaining 
multiplier near I requires a more precise description since its position relative 
to the unit circle is of critical importance in determining the stability of the 
periodic solution when the cigenvalues of -4, all have negative real parts. 
Considering the stability conclusions of Theorem 2.2, presumably this last 
multiplier will have modulus strictly less than 1 if and only if K s.: 0. This is, in 
fact, the case. 
THEOREM 2.3. As E -* 0 there is a multiplier fofoy the bifurcating periodic orbit 
of the ,form 
sgn(K) + c)(@ I). (2.7) 
Proof. Our attention is restricted to solutions near the periodic orbit. In 
light of (2.6) we may visualize 0 rather than t to be the independent variable. 
Thus (2.4) may be written as 
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Define q(e) = Y cos 6, z2 = Y sin 0. Then if Y, y solve (2.8) we have 
dz,- dr 
de 
- --f sin 0 -j- ;ie cos B 
dY -=-$4,y+O(c) 
de 0 
with y2 == q2 + ~2’. 
Let (u(e), u(e), eo(8)) solve the linearization of (2.9) about the solution defined 
by the periodic solution (2.6). Elementary calculations show 
du 2p -- a - w” E (&:I -c 
+ [ - 1 + g; . 2pr,““-’ g K . zl] tl _ ,(,7 
2 
= $ [2p sgn(K) ~082 e] u 
+ [--I + 2p .$-sgn(K)sinecose] ci .I- O(e2~+l) 
using (2.6). Similarly, 
dc c2p 
- == 1 + 2psgn(K)--0sdsinO 
dt, t 1 24 w n 
.+ [2p 2 sgn(K) sin” e] ZI + O(+ j l) 
and 
dw 
- J- AQW + O(E). 
2T - w. 
Hererthe higher order terms “O(;LP+l)” and “O(E)” are linear functions of 
u, ZI and w that tend to zero as E + 0 at the indicated rates for bounded (u, v, 
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w). For simplicity we write /3(c) = 2p * l 2P/wo . sgn(K). The linearized equation 
reads (with primes denoting differentiation with respect to 0) 
U’ = -V -;- p cos2 0 . u $ /3 sin 0 cos 0 . 2: + O(C~~+~) 
V’ = u +- p sin 0 cos t) . 24 - j3 sin2 e . F ,- O(E*~+~) 
(2.10) . 
w’ == $ Aow + O(E). 
Now, h will be a characteristic exponent if and only if there is a nontrivial 
2r-periodic function &0) = (P(e), B(B), a(0)) so that @@I) solves (2.10). Thus, 
we seek those h for which there is a nontrivial 2rr-periodic solution to 
24' = -V + [p ~082 0 - A] u f- p sin 0 cos e0 + O(e2p+r) 
V' z 24 + p sin e cos eu 1. [fi sin2 8 - A] ~1 -1. O(e2Pf1) 
(2.11) 
[ 
1 WI= .--A 
% 
,-AI w-1.0(c). 1 
Since our attention is restricted to those multipliers h = X(C) satisfying 
exp[2&(e)] + 1 as E --, 0, we seek 2n-periodic solutions for X(C) z (integer) i. 
For any prescribed 2r-periodic u(O), v(e) the I-simplicity of (l/w,,) A, implies 
that the last of the equations (2.11) h as a unique 27r-periodic solution w = 
W(U, v, E) which is linear in U, v and O(E) for bounded (u, v). Thus, substitution 
of W(U, v, l ) into the first two equations of (2.11) leads us to 
24’ = -v -+ [/? c0s2 e - A] 24 + /?[sin e cos 0-j v + O(+-1) 
2)’ == u --t- [p sin e cos e] 24 k [$I sin2 e - A] Z! + 0(E2p+1), 
(2.12) 
with the higher order terms now linear functions in u and v. 
The fundamental solution for (2.12) with E =- X = 0 is 
thus the solution to (2.12) at 0 : 277 is 
[ziz!] z [~~~~] + loa, x-1(e) jP(‘) [,inc~~o~ 6, sin e cos e u(e) sin2 e I[ I v(e) 
-_ x 49 [ 1 v(e) -t qE2Pk1 ) [ $;I 1 de* 
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Upon substituting 
we compute to find 
The item in double brackets is expressible as a 2 x 2 matrix. Thus, nontrivial 
periodic solutions correspond to (u,O), o(O)) such that 
0 [I [ = 274%) - A) 0 0 0 ] [“‘O’] + I**.] * [$] . -27rA u(0) 
Kate that if we write h = /I(e)A and divide by 27$3(c) then 
0 I.1 [ = 1 - x 0 u(0) 0 0 x a(O) ] [ ] + UOk)TI * [$] * 
By continuity of the eigenvalues of 
1 0 [ I 0 0 $ :0(E)] 
as E - 0, there is an eigenvalue of the form x = 1 + O(E) for small Q. Thus, 
there is an exponent of the form 
h(E) = p(E) L- O(&J+l) 
2P = - GP sgn(K) + O(E**+~) 
WO 
for small e. The remainder follows immediately. 1 
This theorem and the remarks preceeding it lead immediately to the following: 
COROLLARY 2.4. The bifurcating periodic orbit given by Theorem 2.2 is 
locally asymptotically stable with asymptotic phase if and only if both (i) all eigen- 
values of A, have negative real parts and (ii) K < 0. 
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3. FLXCTIONAL DIFPERFKTIAL EQUATIONS 
The situation for FDE’s of retarded (finite delay) type is very much like 
that for ODE’s, though slightly more complicated to describe. 
Following the notation of Hale [6], we consider 
2(t) -f(zt , z) (3.1) 
with x(l) ---+ W and zt(*) E C I:. C[[ ----h, 01, UP] defined by z~(s) = z(t + S) for 
--h ::: s .<< 0. Here, f: C x (-2” , a,,) ---• FP satisfies f(0, x) = 0 and will be 
assumed enough to permit the following calculations. 
Linearizing about zero, we write 
f(l) -_ D,f(O, a) q f F(z, ) cd) (3.2) 
with 1 F(IJI, a)! = <I(; p? ?). Associated with the autonomous linear system 
it(t) =. &f(O, cx) Z( (3.3) 
is a strongly continuous semigroup ‘f(t, a); t + 0 of bounded linear operators 
on C. The infinitesimal generator A(a) is defined on {p’ E Cl j q(O) L.-Z &f(O, a) v} 
by =l(a) q =; I+. To discuss the spectral properties of t3(01) and T(t, a) we define 
d(h, a) -: det[hI - U,j(O, a) .+I] for h E C, I the II x n identity matrix. For 
fixed a, the zeros of d(h, a) constitute precisely the point spectrum a(A(cu)) of 
-4(d). The dimension of the generalized null space associated with an element of 
0(.4(a)) is equal to the multiplicity of the zero of d(X, a). All other X lie in the 
resolvent set of .4(a). The nonzero spectrum of r(t, ti) consists entirely of 
eigenvalucs exp[tX] for X E (A(a)). 
.Analogous to the hypothesis of the previous section, we will assume that 
there exists a unique pair {a $- +a)) f o simple roots to 3(X, a) -:.= 0. The 
space C may then be decomposed as C -= P(a) 3 Q(a) with P(a), Q(a) invariant 
under A4(a) and dim P(Z) == 2. Restricted to P(a), ;I(cu) has only the eigenvalucs 
(a .j: +a)} while, restricted to Q(a), ,4(a) h as all spectrum lying a positive 
distance from the imaginary axis. 
To parallel the averaging procedure for ODE’s we define 
,X,,(s) =- I, the n ;: n identity, if 9 r-z 0 
= 0, if s < 0 
and extend A(a) to a map from the set C’ == 1~ E C ; 9 E C} to C @ <X0) by 
.-l(!X) ‘p 7:. $i3 + X(,[D,f(O, 3) qJ - q?(O)]. (3.4) 
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Any solution of (3.1) f or which zt E Cl (in particular, any periodic solution) 
solves the abstract equation 
(3.5) 
Denote by Jo(a) the restriction of A(U) to Q’(a) = Q(a) n Cl. The decompo- 
sition of C1 mentioned before induces a decomposition of C’ with P(a) @Q’(a) 
with P(a) invariant under A(a). With proper choice of basis in P(d), introduction 
of polar coordinates, and subsequent scaling, we are led to a “preparation” 
lemma analogous to Lemma 2.1. (For the appropriate notion of I-simplicity in 
this case, see [I]). For FDE’s the third equation in (2.4) now takes place in 
c g-i Ql,,,, with y(t) E Cr n Q(d). (Following [l], we will write y, instead of 
N) 
The existence Theorem 2.2 now holds without alteration. I\‘e will write 
ep(., 6) as the b f i urcating periodic orbit for (3.1). 
To discuss the stability of this periodic orbit, WC linearize (3. I) about that 
orbit and consider the T(c)-periodic linear system 
2(f) =T; &f(CPl(., 61, 4 Zt 
(3.6) 
= D,,f(O, 4 Z( -I- wy~Pf(*, 617 4 a, 
(a - sgn(K) $0). The multipliers for (3.6) are defined to be the eigenralues of 
the “period map” I’(,(,)) za --- z,(,) . 
Let wz be any integer for which m r(O) > h. We claim that any nonzero 
multiplier IL(E) for (3.6) will satisfy ALL = exp[mhr(O)] f O(E) for some 
h E a(A(u)). In fact, for m so choosen, P(T(,)) --= P(m~(c)) is a compact operator 
which (by the continuity of (3.6) . m E converges uniformly to T(m$O), 0) = )
T”(7(0), 0) as E -+ 0. Thus, the eigenvalues of P’“(,(,)) approach those of 
T”‘(T(~), 0). The claim now follows from the spectral mapping theorem for 
bounded linear operators and the relationship between u(T(T(O), 0)) and 
44w 
By the spectral assumptions of A(O), them is a neighborhood of the unit circle 
in C containing no eigenvalues of T(T(~), 0) other than exp[r(O) (0 + iw(O)}] == 
exp[-1 2 ;] = 1, which is of multiplicity 2. Thus, for E small, we expect two 
multipliers near I. As in the ODE case, it is known that 1 will remain a multiplier 
for E Y> 0. As for the other multiplier, we again have 
THWREIU 3. I. For E small, there is a multiplier for (3.6) of the form (2.7). 
Proof. With various modifications, the proof of Theorem 2.3 applies here as 
well. 
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Note first that we may seek characteristic multipliers for (3.6) by using the 
linearization of the abstract equation (3.5) around the periodic orbit. In fact, 
P(E) = exp[T(c) A] is a multiplier for (3.6) if and only if there is a T(E)-periodic 
function t(t) such that eAt[(t) solves (3.6). It follows easily that eAf5(t) is smooth. 
From (3.6) and the definition of A(a) one may directly verify that zl(.) =L 
.$,( *) exp[A(. $ t)] solves 
(3.7) 
With introduction of analogous functions z1 , z2 and independent variable, 
we are again led to finding 2rr-periodic solutions to (2.11). The third of these 
equations (which now takes place in Q’(a) may be solved for ru W(U, v, E) 
by expanding both sides in Fourier series. The arguments are completely 
analogous to those of Section 7 [I]. 
The remainder of the proof is unchanged. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. The bifurcating periodic orbit for (3.1) is locally asymptotic- 
ally stable with asymptotic phase if and onZy if both (i) every element of 
0(,4(O))\{ +iw,,} has negative reaE part and (ii) K < 0. 
4. AK APPLICATION 
The scalar equation 
m(t) = aN(t) [ 1 - i; c N(t + s) dv(s)] (4-i) 
arises in the study of population fluctuations. The parameter a > 0 represents 
the “intrinsic” rate of growth of the species whose population density is N(t). 
The integral is of Stieltjes type and incorporates a delayed “self-regulating” 
mechanism into the model. The function 71 is monotone increasing and normal- 
ized so that $Fh dq = 1. (We refer to dr) as the measure generated by 71.) Thus, 
the solution N(t) 7 hT, represents a steady-state solution for (4. I). See May [8] 
or Cushing [2] for thorough descriptions of the model’s derivation. 
In recent years, much work has appeared relating the stability of this steady 
state solution to the quantities a and 7. See, for example [3, 4, 8, 9, IO, 11, 121. 
The general principle under investigation is that the combination of large 
growth rate a and a self-regulating mechanism that acts with significant time 
delay should cause instability of the steady state solution. Fixing 7, it is known [9] 
that the steady state solution will be stable provided 
1 
0 
a s dq(s) > - 1. 
- --I1 
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The integral is the first moment of the measure dv, thus measures the distribu- 
tion of the self-regulating mechanism. In the absence of a stable stady state 
solution, presumably a stable limit cycle exists. 
Our goal is to calculate (in terms of u and 7) necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a generic Hopf bifurcation to occur as an increase in a causes the steady 
state to lose stability. We then analyse various special cases that have appeared 
in the literature as well as provided an example in which the steady state’s loss 
of stability gives rise to an unstable periodic orbit. 
Making the change of variable x(t) = -1 + N(t)/N,, in (4.1), we choose to 
work with 
2(t) = --+(t) + 11 jy* x(t + s) h(s). (4.2) 
The steady state of interest is now z(t) = 0. The linearized equation 
has the characteristic equation 
O 0 = A(/\, a) Ez A + a 
I 
eA8 d?)(s). (4.3) 
-h 
We assume that for a = a, > 0 there is a pair of purely imaginary simple 
roots h = fiw, of (4.3). From the form of A it follows that any purely imaginary 
root of (4.3) satisfies 1 h 1 < a. This, along with the analyticity of d, insures that 
for a near a, , d(X, a) has no purely imaginary zeros other than those at u = a, . 
Since (WA) 44 4Liwo # 0, the implicit function theorem insures that for a 
near a, there is a pair {I f L(a)} o roots to (4.3). Using the form of d, f 
= [+]/[A$- A(iw, a,)l-] . 
Thus, writing A’(& a) for (a/ah) A(& a), 
= pos. const. * sin(w,s) * s &j(s). 
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Therefore, we will have ~‘(a~) + 0 if and only if 
i” sin(w,s) . s do -,i- 0. (4.5) ‘-?I 
Conversely, (4.5) implies the simplicity of the roots h :- +~JJ~, thus we may 
distill our assumptions on their existence and behavior to the following: 
Crossing hypothesis. Assume that at a - a, > 0 there is a pair of purely 
imaginary roots { &iw,,} of (4.3) with w,, satisfying (4.5). 
In justification of the Crossing Hypothesis, we mention [3, 4, 8. 9, 1 I, 121, 
where various examples exhibiting this behavior are provided. (Some will be 
considered later in this section.) In addition, we illustrate with a lemma that ma! 
be viewed as a partial converse to the stability result previously mentioned. 
LEMMA 4.1. If the first moment satisfies 
“0 
I s . &I(s) < - h[i -- d-j * --IL 
then there exists some a,. :- 0 and pair {i-.iw,J (with rr/2h <. w,, I.. n:h) suti.$ying 
the crossing hypothesis. 
Proof. The result is well-known when the measure do is concentrated on 
{-h). See [l]. 
Taking real and imaginary parts in (4.3), u, and ws must simultaneously solve 
1” cos(wos) d7ts) =: 0 
. ..h 
o+, -j a, [” sin(w,,s) d?)(s) = 0. 
(4.6a) 
We proceed by first showing there is a value of w in the interval [x. 2h, -;r!h] at 
which s COS(WS) &(. ) F vanishes. In fact, for 0 .< cc, <: r/2h this integral is casil! 
seen to be positive since COS(WS) > 0 on [-h, 01. Our hypotheses have been 
chosen so that when (0 = r/h, COS(WS) .s: ws -i r - 1 for -h . . s 0. ‘I’hus, 
we have 
1” cos(ws) d7cs) -(, + J:?& s d+) -:- n -- I 5,1; 0. 
--h 
Denote by wa the value on [n/2h, v/h] where (4.6a) holds. Then, at wg (4.5) 
holds since sin(w&s) .< 0 on (---h, 0). Similarly, j-sin(w,,s) &(s) < 0 so that 
(4.6b) is solvable for some a, > 0. I 
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We now turn to the main result of the section. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider (4.2) and assume that for a = a, > 0 there is a 
unique purely imaginary pair {fw,,i} of solutions to (4.3). Assuming the pair 
satisJies the crossing hypothesis, there is a generic Hopf bifurcation from .z = 0 if 
lc:- 3, I 
fl(2woi, a,) - iw, ) 
d(2w,,i, a,) d’(w,i, ae)f (4.7) 
is nonzero. The periodic solution has the form 
p(t, a) = E j +I jl’* . [cos(+g) -r O(E)] 
with a - a, = -sgn(p’(a,)K) * e2 for a near a, . Thus, bifurcation occurs for 
a > a, zjt p‘(a,)K < 0 and for a < a, if p’(ac)K > 0. 
Proof. We model our calculations after those of Section 9 [I]. Since only 
minor changes are required, our exposition will be brief. 
Define OL = a - a,. Since the averaging constant K is independent of cy, we 
will consider (4.2) when 01 = 0 (a =-: a,). We have 
2(t) = ---a, j-.?, z(t -A s) d7(s) + F&z, , 0) (4.8) 
with 
Associated to the pair {-=iwo)- there is a basis Q(s) =:- (cos(w,,s), sin(w,,(s)), 
-h < s < 0. To compute the projection of Cl onto the span of @, we introduce 
the bilinear form 
o/i v,) = VW) 940) -1 UC (.’ is #(U - S) pj(U) du d?(s) 
- -h”O 
on CIO, h] x C[-h, 01. The projection is then given by p + @(Y, v), where 
Y is a basis for the span of (cos(~,,s), sin(w,s)) in C[O, h] chosen so that (Y, @) = 
I, the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Elementary computations yield 
2 
‘y(s) = , A’ ,2 [ 
a, cos(wos) - u2 sin(w,s) 
a, sin(w,s) -+ u2 cos(wOs) 1 
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s O 
a, =: 1 + a, s cos(w$) d?(s) = Ke d’(iw, , a,) 
-h 
-0 
a2 = a, 
J 
s sin(w,s) d?(s) = Im d’(iw, , a,). 
-h 
If we now scale GT+ + zt in (4.2), the decomposition of Cl = P @ Ql for 
z(t) = Ox(t) + yt reads 
with 
2(t) = &qq + qwy~~(~) + yt , 0) (4.9a) 
$Yt = 4?Y, + 4x0 - @ - wo>lww~) + yt , 0) (4.9b) 
In polar co-ordinates x = (T cos 0, Y sin O)=, (4.9a) reads 
i.(t) = & [a, ~0s 0 + a2 sin e]f(@x(t) + yt) 
B(t) = -ql + & - + [Q2 ~0~ e - al sin qf(wt) + rt) 
with 
(4.10a) 
(4. lob) 
f(@W + YJ = -4@(O) 44 + YdW jyh VW w + Y*(S)) 40) 
= -u,[Y cos e + yt(o)] [ - 2 I sin 8 + JIh y,(s) d+)] . 
(Note: 
0 
s 
O Q(s) d7+) = 
I coGJos) h(s) 
-6 
-h 
I 
sin(w,s) +(s) 
-h 
t 
IL I 
t 
0 
= 
WO -- 
a, 
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follows from the real and imaginary parts of A(&, , a,) = 0.) Thus, (4.10) and 
(4.9b) read 
(aIcos0+a,sin8)cosBsin0 r2 
I 
+I& 
(a, cos 13 + a2 sin e) 
( s 0 x OJ~Y~(O) sin e - a, -h~t(4 4~4 ~0s e Y ) II + ok I yt 12) 
= E+w) + ryG2(eb, + 0~~ I yt 12) 
e=-w,+,[& (u,cosB - a,sin0)cosBsint!? 
I 
Y + ... 
3 -wo + dge) y  + .-. 
-$yt = A oyt + E[X, - @Y(O)] [w. cos e sin e] r2 + .+- 
fAoYt+E~2(e)y2+-.. 
By Lemma 2.1, there is a change of co-ordinates of the form 
(4.11a) 
(4.1 lb) 
(4.1 lc) 
f = Y + d4(~, e) + <w(Y, elyt + •u~(Y, e) 
y = F - + e) + o(3) + o(~ 1 Yt 1) 
that takes (4.1 la) to the form 
r’ = c2PSK + O(E 1 yt I”) + O(c2 1 yt I) + O(3) 
where (see [l]) K = K* + K**, 
K* = -$-- j3” c,(e) 02(e) de, 
0 0 
K**=&. 
and w*(e): IFJ --t Q*, the dual of Q, is the unique 2rr-periodic solution of 
w. -& w*(e) = w*(e) A, + Gate). (4.12) 
409171/t-16 
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An elementary computation shows K* = 0. To determine K** we write 
and 
G,(B) =:= f g,#ne, $,, :=. g-,, EQ*. 
II= -cc 
As functions of 0, all terms in the series for w” (except for n = 2, -2) will be 
orthogonal to Ja . Substituting the series for w* into (4.12) we see that h, , h, 2 
are given by &A = g,[in+J - Ao]--1, n = -2, 2. Thus 
Kk*=% 2= .Cn [e-2”eg-,[-2iw,,I - A &’ -+ e2ieg,[2iw,l - A &‘I 
X (X,, - @Y(O)) cos H sin (9 d0 
- - ~Im{gp[2iw0 - /I,]- 
Computing ga from Ga , we see 
-a, + a,i 
Rd9J) - -2 , A’ ,2 [ 
-I (X, - W(O))]. 
(4.13) 
Now, let q~ = [2iw, - A&l (X0 - @Y(O)). Then, using the definition of A,, 
v must solve 
-$(s) + 2L,p(s) + 4l(4 [UC *[(l, fP 4 -t do)] = xc&> - @(s) w9. (4.14) 
By linearity, q~ = ‘pi + (p2 with vi , vs solving (4.14) with right hand sides X0 
and -@Y(O), respectively. 
In the first case, (4.14) reduces to 
91(s) - 2&p,(s) = 0; -h<s:<O 
and 
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The first equation dictates that v, should have the general form v,(s) := &~WOX. 
We then substitute into the second equation and (observing that by hypothesis 
2iw, is not a root to the characteristic equation at a 2.7 a,) find 
Returning to (4.14) with right hand side -@Y(O), we must solve 
and 
The right hand side of the first equation is a linear combination in COS(W~) and 
sin(w,,s). Using the method of “undetermined coefficients”, we see that the 
general solution takes the form 
with c a scalar and 
v2(s) = c * eziworr + CD(s) m 
2 
m=rAT [ 
a2 + 2a,i 
-a, + 2a,i 1 * 
Now, substitution into the second equation forces c == 0 since a, s @ dv + 
d(O) = 0. 
Thus, the general solution to (4.14) is 
1 
44 = A(2w,i, a,) 
eziwoa -+ @p(s) m. 
Finally, applying g, to v, we obtain from (4.13) that 
.FIrn 
I 
A(2woi, a,) - woi 
I A(2w,i, a,) A’(woi, a,) ’ 
The remainder follows from Theorem 2.2. 1 
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As an immediate consequence, we see that generic stable (or unstable) 
bifurcations persist under perturbation of 7. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Assume 7, a, satisfy the hypotheses of the previous theorem as 
well a.s of Corollary 3.2. Then for each positive normalized measure d;i suficiently 
near dv (in the sense of the uniform topology on the dual space C*[-h, 01) there is 
and 5, (near a,) at which 
s(t) = -c?&(t) + 1] j;?, z(t -I-- s) d+j(s) (4.15) 
has a generic Hopf bifurcation. 
Proof. We include the dependence of the characteristic equation (4.3) on 7 
by writing d(h, a, 7). As (a, 7) varies, the function A(., a, 7) varies uniformly 
on subsets of C of the form Re h > 6, 6 E IF!. In fact, elementary estimates show 
< max{e+“, 1) [I a - d / I- d ,V;:] 1 +j(.) - q(*)l]. 
Similar estimates show d and A’ are jointly continuous in their arguments. 
Now, fix 6 < 0 so that the only roots of d(h, a, , 7) -7 0 in Re h > 6 are {j$.q,}. 
RouchC’s theorem shows d(h, a, , +j) has exactly two roots in Re h > 812 for 
Var I 7 - %j 1 sufficiently small. 
By hypothesis 
i Re A(&, a,, 7) = I” cos(ws) dq(s) 
-h 
changes sign exactly one in a small interval [wO - E, w0 + E] about W” . By 
continuity of this integral in 77 the same may be said of Re A(& a, , $/a, = 
Re d(iw, a, $/a; (a > 0). We denote this value by 8, . For E sufficiently 
small j sin(ws) * s dq(s) # 0 and s sin(ws) dv(s) < 0 hold on [-E + w0 , w0 -t c], 
therefore at 8, as well. Again relying on continuity in 7, we have Jsin(+) . 
s dg(s) # 0 and s sin(3,s) d+j(s) < 0. Thus 0 =I 3, + 6, s sin(+) d$s) =- 
Im d(B,i, ci, , $ may be solved for a value of rS, which approaches a, as 77 -+ 4. 
The crossing hypothesis and condition (i) have now been shown for (4.15). 
As for (ii), we note that K = K(B, , d, , f) must be positive for Var \ 77 - f 1 
sufficiently small since (4.7) shows K to be a combination of the continuous 
functions A, d’, 8, = &(+j) and ciC = G,(q). 1 
Unfortunately, the expression (4.7) for K suggests no general principle con- 
cerning the stability of generic bifurcations. However, (4.7) does allow element- 
ary analysis of specific measures d? considered in the literature. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4 [12]. The stability properties for the zero solution of 
w = -a[@) + l] 1” x(t + s) ds 
J-l 
have been thoroughly analyzed by Walther. The zero solution loses stability 
at a, = ?r2/2, where the pair {fni} satisfies the crossing hypothesis. All other 
roots of the characteristic equation have negative real parts. Elementary calcu- 
lations show K = --~7~/(4(4~ + d)). Thus (4.16) has a stable generic bifurcation 
at a, = rr2/2. 
For a > a, there are further crossings of characteristic values from the left to 
the right half-planes when a = (G/2) (2k $- 1)“; k = 1, 2,.... (The imaginary 
root pairs are {*(2k + 1) rri}, respectively). The associated values of K are all 
negative, yet the bifurcating periodic orbits are unstable since condition (i) of 
Corollary (3.2) fails. 
EXAMPLE 4.5 [ll]. Let 7 be a monotone increasing, normalized function 
and assume that for some 0 < T < h, T(S) = ~(0) for --h + 7 < s < 0. For all T 
sufficiently small there is a critical value a, = ~~(7) near 7r/2h at which 
2(t) = -a[z(t) + l] /ih+Tz(f + s) d?+) (4.17) 
has a stable generic Hopf bifurcation. 
Proof. The limiting case 7 = 0 is given in [l] with a, = 7r/2h, imaginary 
pair{fni/2h} and K = -[7r(37r - 2)]/[20(4 + 7r2) h]. 
Lemma 4.1 shows the crossing hypothesis holds for some a, and pair {&iwo} 
with n/2h < w. < r/h as soon as r < nr- l. Since cos(wos) must change sign 
in the interval -h < s < -h + 7 in order for Re A(iw, , a,) = 0, w. must 
satisfy --w& < -7r/2 < --w[h - T]. Thus w. --f v/2h as T + 0. From 
Im A(iu 0 , a,) = 0 one similarly obtains a, --+ m/2h as 7 -+ 0. 
Since for small a all roots of A(X, a) = 0 have negative real parts, condition (i) 
of Corollary 3.2 will follow once it is shown that any other imaginary pair of 
roots for A = 0 requires a value of a > a, . Towards that end, assume A(iw, a) 
= 0 for w # w. and some a > 0. Considering only the real part of A, we observe 
that s cos(ws) dv = 0. Arguing as above, w must obey --wh < -~/2(2k + I) < 
--w(h - T) for k > 1. Therefore, any other imaginary root X = iw must 
satisfy wh > 3~/2. From Im A( iw, a) = 0 we see w < a. Thus, it follows that 
a > 3n/2h > a, &r/2h for 7 small). 
We have only condition (ii) left to verify. Elementary arguments (too tedious 
to warrant presentation) show 
A(2woi, a,) + (- 1 + 2i) r/2h 
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and d’(w,,i, a,) --t I + nj2i uniformly in r) as T + 0. The result follows immc- 
diately. 1 
In [l 11, Walther used a fixed-point technique to show the existcncc of periodic 
solutions for (4.17) whenever a :z.. n/2h and 7 > 0 is sufficiently small. The 
method, however, provides no information about stability or uniqueness of the 
periodic solution. 
We conclude with a particular model which shows (4.2) need not always be 
generic and (even if it is generic) it may possess an unstable bifurcation. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Consider 
2(t) = -a[@) -I- I] . [(I - y) z(t - 1) I yz(t - 3)] (4.18) 
as y  increases from 0 to a value slightly larger than l. The associated characteris- 
tic equation is 
&,(A, a) = h + u[( 1 - y) e+ -- ye’ y =- 0 
with real and imaginary parts giving 
(I - y) cos(w) + y cos(3w) 0 (4. I9a) 
.F+’ -y) sin w + y  sin(3w). (4.19b) 
Note that w = 77r/2 always solves the first of these equations. The correspond- 
ing value of a is a,:,? -=- 57,/2(1 - 2y), while 
and 
Arguing as in the previous example, one can show for y  < i that d(ir, u) =:- 0 
has no roots with positive real part for a < ue,v while at a -:= uC,v thcrc are no 
purely imaginary roots other than { +ziZi>. 
At y  = 0, K is negative (by the previous example) while at y  1. i one can 
compute that K is positive. By- the apparent continuity of K in y  there is at least 
one value y  :: y. where iY vanishes. An easy technical calculation shows exactly 
one such y. to exist on [0, -1. In fact, numerically yu ?G .I 1324. 
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We summarize what purely algebraic calculations reveal: 
(1) For 0 <y < yO, (4.18) h as a stable generic bifurcation at a = ue,?. 
(2) At y --.= y,, (4.18) is nongeneric. Theorem 4.2 does not apply. 
(3) For y,, < y < 1, (4.8) has an unstable generic bifurcation at a .= a,,., . 
(4) At y -= 4, (4.18) fails the crossing hypothesis because (4.5) dots not 
hold. Theorem 4.2 does not apply. 
(5) For y slightly larger than : there are three solutions to (4.19a) 
WY-- < n-12 < coy-+ near rr/2. Denoting their corresponding critical values by u;,~, 
Q,,, and 4,, , respectively, then a,, < u~,~ < a&, . The smallest marks the first 
crossing of roots from the left to right half-planes. At all three of these critical 
values the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 hold with K positive. Thus, generic 
bifurcation occurs at each; all are unstable. 
Finally, we note that the first and last critical values correspond to root 
pairs crossing from the left to right half-planes. At a = ucSv one of these pairs 
crosses back to the left half-plane since 
1 Re ~‘(41asaGy -c 0. 
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